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The Best
Choice

Screw treatment
Innovative coating
treatment with
mixtures of tungsten
carbide and metallic
matrix which ensures
very high hardness
and low brittleness.

Screens
Stainless steel screens
with geometrical structure,
strength and material chemical
composition specifically
designed for each application.

Screen inspection
window
Top inspection window
for easy and quick check
of screen cleaning.

Planetary
gearbox
Reduced
energy
consumption
and longer
gear life.

Sealing inspection window
Allowing visual check for
leakage, and safeguarding
the integrity of the
gearbox in the event of
leakage.

Front side supported screw
Front bearing structure for
a perfect guide of the screw
which reduces the wearing on
the screen.

Smart Piping input
Inlet piping designed to leave them empty,
and avoid the possible freezing, during
the inactivity of the machine.

Sealing system
System of three lip seals with
grease for a secure sealing
between the separator and
the gearbox.

CRI-MAN

Main strengths:
Separators
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Fields of use
Our experience in the livestock sector
dates back to the end of the 1970s,
when the founders of the company
CRI-MAN, subsequently established
in 2001, worked in the livestock barn
LIVESTOCK
equipment sector.
This in-depth knowledge of the real
needs of customers was later invaluable
for the development of solutions that
reduce the work of livestock farmers in
the processing of slurry.
Over the years the technology constantly
improved, with an emphasis on the reliability of the developed designs.
Today CRI-MAN are able to offer, in
the livestock slurry processing sector,
extremely reliable turnkey solutions. This
is on the strength of our vast range of
equipment, with hundreds of machine and
accessory models available.

From its earliest years of operation,
CRI-MAN have always dedicated attention to the world of biogas, designing
and constructing machines and accessories for substrate handling in biogas
plants.
Today CRI-MAN are well known among
operators in the biogas sector as professional partners who offer a full and
reliable range of products.
Thousands of CRI-MAN machines are
installed in biogas plants throughout the
world.

BIOGAS

In the civil and industrial effluent treatment sector we are well aware of
competing alongside multinationals
armed with a considerable “firepower” both in terms of resources and
INDUSTRY
available products.
However, perhaps precisely this
difference in scale enables us to
offer highly competitive and versatile
solutions which at the same time do not
cut corners on quality and reliability of
products, all of which are designed to
handle extremely demanding conditions.
Like the biogas sector, again CRI-MAN
have thousands of machines installed in
waste water treatment plants worldwide.

